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and inflicts
great hard-
ship on the
small
yeomen
and on the
cottagers
and
squatters.
 could afford to pay their share of the costs of the Enclosure
Bill, they were often unable to pay those of hedging. If
they did survive, their allotment of land was relatively small
and they were often therefore not in a position to compete
with the larger farmer, particularly if the costs of enclosure1
had been met by borrowing or the mortgage of their estates.
That small landowners were decreasing is clear;2 many
were depressed into the labouring class; some sold their
lands and rented larger estates; others, like Fielden, Peel
and Arkwright, invested capital in industry. But their
decline had begun before the eighteenth century, and was
not due entirely to the effects of enclosure. " For some time
capitalist farming had been increasing, and with the oppor-
tunity for capital, the small owner had experienced increasing
difficulty in holding his own/'3 The yeomen class had been
seriously weakened by the burden of the land tax, local
levies, poor rates and war expenditure which fell to a large
extent upon it. After about 1785 there was a tendency for
small-holdings to increase in number: the small yeomen
retained the allotments they received and, though burdened
with debts, farmed them in order to reap the profits of the
abnormally high prices.
The cottagers and squatters also suffered from enclosure,
though their treatment varied greatly. In some cases they
received allotments,4 but very frequently they could not
afford to fence them or farm them profitably. Cottagers
frequently could give no legal proof of their rights if they
were demanded (and they usually were, except in Norfolk),
and the legal position of squatters was very precarious.
Particularly serious to these classes was the loss of common
1	The total costs of enclosure often amounted to £3 or even £5 per
acre.    The Board of Agriculture, reviewing a number of Enclosure
Acts involving on an average 1,162 acres, found the costs to be ^497
for the Apt, ^259 for surveying and valuation, ^344 for the fees of the
commissioners and ^550 for fencing—Total, ^1,650 (Conner, op. cit.t
p. 89)-
2	Johnson, op. cit.$ p. 132 seq.	3 Conner, op. cit., p. 378.
4 At Great Somerneld, for instance, 5 or 6 acres were allotted to
each labourer. In 1796 Thomas Barnard and Wilberforce founded
a Society for Bettering the Condition of the Poor. Ernie, however,
states that less than 5 per cent, of the Acts made provision for the
labourer (Ernie, op. cit., p. 301).

